
How can you ensure you extract 
only the most relevant insights  
from the millions of videos captured 
from your camera systems in a 
timely, effective and efficient way?

Not all  
 data is  
 useful...



Many companies only analyse  
around 35% of the video footage 
generated by their vehicles – often  
with a massive amount of false  
positives, which results in skewed  
and misleading insights. We 
help to ease these companies’ 
shortcomings by analysing millions 
of pieces of video footage more 
accurately, and at superhuman speed.

Some telematics companies prioritise 
their videos based on the severity of 
G-force events, but this model can 
leave hours of unwatched footage 
that could contain valuable insights. 
Humanising Autonomy’s computer-
vision software scores and classifies 
videos based on what’s happening, 
resulting in more intelligent  
and relevant analysis of all footage. 

Flagged incidents and near-miss 
events often don’t offer context to 
what really happened, ignoring extra 
information – when, where, how often 
and what type of vehicle – that could 
impact liability or regulatory situations. 
Our software is designed to provide an 
extra layer of human context to your 
data, so you can better correlate what 
factors influenced these incidents.

One of the most expensive exercises 
for fleets is the generation of reports 
following an accident – with delays also 
directly impacting the length of fleet 
downtime. Humanising Autonomy’s 
technology helps its customers build a 
more accurate representation of each 

accident to help create more efficient 
reports for insurance claims. 
Another unnecessary expense for 
fleets comes from mobile data and 
broadband. The cost of uploading, 
storing and transferring a single video 
may seem small, but when multiplied 

with the volume of footage generated 
per hour, per camera and per vehicle, 
the amount of waste becomes 
impossible to ignore. Our Behaviour  
AI removes any footage that includes 
no useful insights, so you’ll only pay 
for the valuable videos you need. 

 Reduce  
information 
overload

 Get the full 
 picture from 
 your footage

 Uncover the  
 context behind  
 flagged events

Eliminate  
 unnecessary  
 costs

 Our Behaviour AI Platform extracts and enriches the  
most valuable insights from your video data



Humanising Autonomy’s Behaviour 
AI Platform uses computer-vision 
software to understand and predict 
risky driving behaviour from camera 
images and videos without violating 
driver privacy. Discover the valuable 
and usable insights we can help 
extract from your data by building 
your own custom dashboard. Get in 
touch with our team to find out more.

Humanising  
 Autonomy  
Dashboard



 •  How often does your driver  
have near misses?
 •  Why did the driver brake harshly?
 •  What happened at the time  
your driver turn sharply?
 •  Was the risky situation caused  
by another road user?

Or find the critical details required  
for insurance reports, including:

 •  Who is involved in the accident?
 •  What type of road user was involved?
 •  Where on the road were these  
road users?
 •  At what speed were these road  
users travelling?
 •  How did your own driver respond?

Humanising Autonomy’s 
Telematics solution  
is ideal for those  
looking to improve  
and supplement  
their driver training, 
reduce insurance  
costs, and enable better 
risk management.

Package  
 Options Standard Video 

Analytics Package
Our AI-enabled video analytics 
package includes:

 •  Top-line analytics on the video footage 
you feed through the technology
 •  HA Detector technology, including 
detection, classifications, and distances
 •  HA Tracking technology, including 
harsh-braking, and turning analysis
 •  End-to-end project delivery, with 
dedicated project lead
 •  Standard option for license extension 
and volume discounts available

Available Upgrades
All upgrades include End-to-end 
premium project management and 
premium option for license extension 
and volume discounts available

Tech feature add-on: 
Near Miss Detection

Tech feature add-on: 
Velocity Estimation

Upgrade with the Near Miss  
Detection feature to understand 
whether vehicles in the fleet  
were involved in a near miss. It  
annotates videos that include risky 
situations with other road users.

Upgrade with the Velocity  
Estimation feature to understand  
the speed at which other vehicles 
were driving. This technology  
is critical to extracting when an 
accident has happened, or when 
a driver had to perform an evasive 
manoeuvre to avoid an accident.

Extract key  
info including:

Contact us: info@humanisingautonomy.com / humanisingautonomy.com


